
D&I Changemakers Conference 2023 - the biggest and most significant

DEI conference is back this December

2023-11-30

Find the DEI signature taste, bring people to the table, find your own socially delicious and sustainable

DEI formula-  sounds interesting? join the D&I Changemakers conference. The event is scheduled for

Dec 6-7 and is fully online.

D&I Changemakers is the 8th edition of the business conference entirely dedicated to the DEI

topic through the systemic lens. And where the stage is completely dominated by DEI

professionals. This years’ conference theme is  #DEI | What`s Your flavor? which invites

participants to take the perspective of an explorer of the DEI signature taste for their

organization and learn solutions and best practices to bring people to the symbolic table.

 

The conference program covers the following topics:

  What is on the DEI Menu? |Strategies, challenges, trends and recommendations.

  SPECIAL BLOCKS FOR LEADERS |DEI Cooking Class| recipes for dealing with

difficult situations, such as microaggressions, team members feeling excluded,

supporting team members in crisis,  encouraging sense of belonging, psychological

safety, effective feedback, appreciation and recognition.

  Bringing everyone to the table |Commitment, Engagement, Inclusiveness.

  Is everyone invited? | (Dis)ability, Neurodiversity, LGBTQ+.

  Empowering DEI Tools | DEI Teams, ERGs, Cross - Company Mentoring Program.

  Side Event: DEI Open Space |Tackling specific DEI challenges.

Over the years, the conference has been supported by companies, HR communities, DEI

influencers and  partners who believe in the strategic value of DEI and prioritize the DEI

business case.

D&I Changemakers is not just a conference, but a community of passionate DEI By bringing

together people from diverse companies, professional backgrounds and experiences. D&I

Changemakers aims to create a safe and supportive environment that encourages collaborative

and  inclusive discussion around DEI. 

Who can attend the event?

Anyone who is interested and passionate about DEI, from DEI and HR professionals, field

ambassadors and business leaders, to anyone who wants to be a better social being.

The Gold Partner of the event is Nordea.  

The Partners are:  Cisco, HEINEKEN, Franklin Templeton, HSBC, Luxoft, PepsiCo, TikTok, UBS,

Euroclear, Qurate Retail Group and Accenture. 

 

Register here:

Event: https://changemakers.diversityhub.org/

Facebook: https://fb.me/e/18SqcahEB 

https://changemakers.diversityhub.org/
https://fb.me/e/18SqcahEB 


LinkedIn Event: 

https://www.linkedin.com/events/changemakersconference-forhuman7109474467629703168/
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